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Book Description 
Shadow Lane’s iconic magazine from the turn of the century is as a phoenix, 
reborn after a dozen year hiatus, during which spanking fans worldwide sorely 
missed it. Filled with beautiful spanking images, interesting observations from 
lifelong spanking enthusiasts, delightful spanking fiction and original 
illustrations by the one and only Tarsis, the new issue will be a welcome 
addition to every collector’s library of fine spanking erotica.  

In Stand Corrected Issue #14, editor Eve Howard interviews refined retro 
minx Zille Defeu, who then poses in a wonderful open bottomed girdle, seamed 
stockings and six inch heels, as well as for a charming photo spread where she 
is spanked by her real life husband in a domestic setting.  

The featured article divides the results of Shadow Lane’s first survey of 
the 21st century into pithy and apt comments from our readers, on what charms 
men into spanking and what impresses women into spanking, in the context of 
a first spanking date. Next comes a series of voluptuous pictorials that focus 
on pretty female spankees in pajamas, featuring Sybil Hawthorne, Madison 
Young, Sophy Nova spanked by Venus Divine, and Sarah Gregory spanking 
her girlfriend, Heather Green. Our English correspondent, the excellent Philip 
Kemp, has presented us with a recently discovered unpublished chapter of 
Great Expectations, with the spanking scene that was discreetly omitted from 
Dickens’ final manuscript, illustrated by Brian Tarsis. In the pictorial Domestic 
Disturbance, Shadow Lane art director Butch Simms spanks his housemaid 
Sybil in traditional style. Then Eve Howard shares her favorite photos from 
her recent return to videos as a top lady, in a multi-page spanking scrapbook 
section. In photos from the video Spanking 301, statuesque Snow Mercy 
submits to her friend Nikki Rouge for a spanking with leather implements. 
Meet some of our most luscious models in our Curvy Girl Gallery. And finally, 
see beautiful cover girl Amelia Jane Rutherford as well as adorable Ten 
Amorette spanked by longest standing Shadow Lane top Ralph Marvel, who 
began his spanking acting career in Shadow Lane video ten and performed 
most recently in our hundred and ninety-fourth production.  
 

About the Editor 
Eve Howard has been writing, producing and performing in spanking erotica 
since the 1980’s. She coined the phrase “The Romance of Discipline” to define 
her irreverent and female friendly brand of spanking erotica. Eve has written 
and directed over 200 spanking videos, performing in a number of them 
herself, and hosted over 33 gala balls for enthusiasts. Shadow Lane’s annual 
Labor Day party has been attracting playful spanking fans from the world over 
since 1991. And long before those ubiquitous shades, thousands of adventurous 
but hitherto frustrated souls discovered the real life spanking scene by 
following the same patterns of social networking described in the Shadow Lane 
novels. The Shadow Lane social media network has been one of the primary 
organs of the spanking scene for the past twenty-five years. There are currently 
twelve titles in the Shadow Lane novel series and the newest Shadow Lane 
publication, the reboot of the company’s flagship magazine Stand Corrected, 
goes to press in the summer of 2015. Eve also has a lengthy interview in the 
long awaited second volume of Gloria Brame’s Different Loving, which will 
be published in 2015. Eve lives with her husband Tony Elka and their calico 
cat in Las Vegas. She maintains accounts on twitter and fetlife.com in addition 
to publishing a free blog on Shadowlane.com and welcomes reader input.  
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